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Introduction 
 
By 1916, the Argentine tango had achieved world-wide fame. It had taken Paris by storm and 
spread from there to all parts of Europe and the Americas, finally gaining recognition among 
the upper classes in its native country.  Along the way, the tango had picked up some foreign 
and theatrical elements. This seems to have prompted Nicanor Lima of Argentina to publish his 
Method for Dancing El Tango Argentino de Salón. In the introduction, he says he is presenting 
the true native Argentine tango, not the Parisian version. Over the course of 25 chapters, he 
systematically explains the principles, steps, and combinations of the dance and how to lead it. 
 
Dance historian Richard Powers has posted a facsimile of Lima’s manual and an English 
translation on his web site, as well as notes on many of the steps.  In a series of videos, Paula 
and I want to demonstrate Lima’s steps and techniques as we understand them from studying 
the Spanish text. 
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Video 1: Chapters 1-4 – Basic Steps & Positions 
 
In this first video, we will show you most of the material in chapters 1-4 of Lima’s book. We 
start with the pasos paseos, or basic walking steps. There are three varieties: the pasos paseos 
serenos (smooth walking steps), the pasos paseos acompasados (rhythmical or marked walking 
steps), and the pasos paseos alternados (alternating between the other two types). We will 
show these in three different body positions: en linea, en paralelas and en paralelas de avance 
o retroceso, which in American ragtime dance we call waltz position, Yale position, and 
promenade position, respectively. We will also demonstrate quick walking steps, called pasitos. 
 

1. Pasos paseos forward (48 bars) – “Seduction” (Castle House Records) 
a. Three types plus pasitos, in WP (4 bars each = 16 bars) 
b. Repeat in YP (16 bars) 
c. Repeat in PP (16 bars) 

 
So far we have only been moving in LOD, with the man walking forward.  Lima explains that all 
the steps can be done in four different directions: forward, backward, obliquely and laterally. 
Now we will show how to reverse course or walk obliquely in all the dance positions. (We will 
show the lateral or side steps later.) 
 

2. Itinerarios (46 bars) – “Belgique Tango” 
a. Reversing course and oblique steps in WP (8 bars each = 16 bars) 
b. Repeat in YP (16 bars) 
c. Repeat in PP (14 bars) 

 
Next we will show the four types of little quick steps or saltitos. Lima says these can be done in 
all directions and body positions, but we find it almost impossible to do most of them in 
promenade position without rotating briefly out of that position. 
 

3. Saltitos (56 bars) – “Tango Argentino” 
a. 4 types, in WP – on each foot forward and backward (8 bars each = 32 bars) 
b. 4 types in YP – forward only (4 bars each = 16 bars) 
c. 4 types in PP – forward only (16 bars) 

 
Lastly in this video we will illustrate crossing steps. These can be used to change body positions 
as well as to move laterally. 
 

4. Cruces de pies (48 bars) – “Champagne Tango” 
a. Crossing steps in WP – pasos paseos serenos y acompasados (16 bars) 
b. Changing WP to YP – volcar adelante, volcar atrás (8 bars) 
c. Changing WP to PP (16 bars) 

i. volcar al medio to left and right (8 bars) 
ii. volcar afuera to left and right (8 bars) 

d. Side steps (16 bars) 
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i. symmetric grapevine left and right (8 bars) 
ii. asymmetric grapevine left and right (8 bars) 

 
In this video, we have tried to show you the main ideas from chapters 1-4 of Lima’s El Tango 
Argentino de Salón.  There are more possible combinations than we have shown: Lima asserts 
that each type of walking step, saltito, or crossing step can be done with either foot, in any 
direction, and in any of the body positions. 
 
In our next video, we will continue with the material from the next few chapters. 
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Video 2: Chapters 5-8 – Paso de Tango, Vuelta, Molinete, Paso Lateral 
 
Hello, and thanks for watching! We are Tim Lamm and Paula Harrison, also known as Steps in 
Time Historical Dance.  This is our second video demonstrating the steps and techniques of 
early Argentine tango.  Our source is the book Method for Dancing El Tango Argentino de Salón 
by Nicanor Lima, published around 1916 in Argentina. 
 
In our first video we presented the material in chapters 1-4 of Lima’s book. We showed the 
three types of walking and crossing steps, and the four types of little quick steps known as 
saltitos.  We also showed the three body positions and the four directions of motion. If you 
haven’t seen our first video, we encourage you to watch it before continuing. 
 
In this video, we present the material in chapters 5-8. 
 
Lima defines a paso de tango acompasado as the combination of a walking or crossing step and 
a saltito of type 1, 2 or 3. The result is a figure in the rhythm SQQ that occupies one measure of 
music.  For example, using smooth walking steps, we’ll show you two pasos de tango 
acompasados for each of the three types of saltito: #1 [Show fd], #2 [Show bk], and #3 [Show 
fd]. 
 
In the following exercise, we show each type of paso de tango acompasado using smooth 
walking steps, crossing steps and dipping steps in various body positions. 
 

5. Pasos de tango acompasados – figures consisting of 3 movements in one bar (SQQ), viz. 
a paso paseo sereno, acompasado or cruce de pié followed by a saltito. 
Note: For each variation, the rhythm is SS SQQ SQQ SQQ in LOD, then SOS in RLOD. 
Music: “Seduction tango” (Castle House Records) 

a. Saltito #1 – “side-close” (32 bars) 
b. Saltito #2 – “corté” or “stop-step” (32 bars) 
c. Saltito #3 – “lock step” (32 bars) 

 
The term vuelta refers to a traveling turn done in two measures of music, using paso de tango 
acompasado #1.  You will recognize this as the box-step turn in fox-trot or waltz.  [Show] Here is 
an illustration of various vueltas. We use a paso de tango acompasado #3 to change the lead 
foot and thus the direction of the turn. 
 

6. Vueltas – traveling turns in 2 measures using paso de tango acompasado #1. 
Note: The rhythm for the following variations is SQQ SQQ SQQ SS. 
Music: “Hacienda Tango” (AKA “Rio Tango”, Fleeting Moments) 

a. WP, smooth steps (16 bars) 
b. WP, dipping steps – as above (16 bars) 

 
According to Lima, molinetes are full turns in place in 4 measures (8 slow steps). He says these 
may be done in any body position, but the usual position seems to be en linea, or what we call 
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Yale position [show it]. In turning, one of the dancers may serve as the axis of rotation and 
simply mark time in place. [Show] Or both dancers may travel, turning around a common axis 
between them. [Show] When one dancer is the axis, the other dancer is free to use any 
combination of walking steps and saltitos that the dancer wishes. 
 

7. Molinetes – turns in place in 4 measures 
Music: “Mi Ricuita” (Vintage Dance Records) 

a. Simple turns using slow, smooth steps (32 bars) 
b. Turns using other steps (32 bars) 
c. Flips and Type II turns (32 bars) 

 
Finally, we illustrate pasos laterales, or traveling sideways with saltito #1, like this: [Show it.] To 
reverse directions, you can either take a longer step in the first direction then a saltito in the 
new direction, or you can make a crossing step and a saltito in the new direction. 
 

8. Pasos laterales – traveling sideways with saltito #1 
Music: “Buon Giorno” (Mary Lea) 

a. WP, smooth steps  (32 bars) 
b. YP, dipping steps – as above (32 bars) 
c. PP, smooth steps (8 bars) 

 
As you can see, the principles laid down by Lima lead to a multitude of possible variations. The 
tango sequences in this video should be regarded as exercises for learning the figures.  Like 
exercises for the fingers when you are learning to play piano, they are not intended as 
performance pieces. 
 
Watch for our next video in a few months, when we will show you more of the characteristic 
step combinations in early Argentine tango. 
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Video 3: Chapter 9-11- Paso Pique, Ocho, Sentadas 
 
Welcome! I’m Tim Lamm, and this is Paula Harrison.  We call our partnership “Steps in Time 
Historical Dance.”  You are watching our third video demonstrating the steps and techniques of 
early Argentine tango.  Our source is the book Method for Dancing El Tango Argentino de Salón 
by Nicanor Lima, published around 1916 in Argentina. 
 
In this video, we present the material in chapters 9-11 of Lima’s book. It builds on the material 
presented in our previous two videos, so if you haven’t seen those, please watch them now. 
 
In Chapter 9, Lima describes a figure called Paso Pique Acompasado. It consists of four 
alternating steps in one measure of the music. This is very similar to the double hesitation in 
the American ragtime one-step, except that the forward and back steps are on the ball of the 
foot, like this: [Demonstrate]. As usual with Lima’s tango, the step may be done forward or 
backward, on either foot, and in any of the three body positions. 
 
The basic paso pique acompasado is done in place, but it can also be done moving laterally, like 
this: [Demonstrate].  A series of pasos pique moving to the left or right constitute a corrida.  In 
our previous video in Chapter 8 we illustrated another corrida, the paso lateral, consisting of a 
series of saltitos #1.  [Demonstrate] Interestingly, Lima says that, while the man does a corrida, 
the woman may, according to her fancy, do the same or different corrida, walking steps, or 
crossing steps.  This can lead to some very interesting combinations, and Lima says to do this 
well is the mark of a perfect dancer. 
 
In order to travel forward or backward, you can do half a paso pique plus a slow walking step, 
like this: [Demo].  Or you can do half a paso pique plus two quick walking steps, like this: 
[Demo]. 
 
We illustrate all these possibilities in the following exercise. 
 

9. Paso Pique Acompasado 
Music: “Seduction Tango” 

a. In place – various body positions, directions, and steps 
b. Sideways – various steps for W 
c. Traveling 

 
In Chapter 10, Lima defines “el ocho” as a figure in which the couple trace with their feet a 
numeral “8” on the floor.  It is made up of one paso de tango acompasado to the left and one 
to the right, or vice versa. He says it may be done in any body position, but the usual way (and 
the way that looks and feels the best) is to use promenade position.  He adds that the ocho is 
quite pretty but is rarely used. 
 
Here is an illustration of four types of ochos described by Lima. 
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10. El Ocho 
Body positions: travel in WP, do el ocho in PP or CP 
Music: “Mi Recuita” 

a. Ocho #1 – SQQ  SQQ (2 bars) 
b. Ocho #2 – SSS SSS (3 bars) 

 
Chapter 11 is a long discussion of “sentadas”, a term that refers to any figure in which the 
dancers stop and rest for ½ or 1 measure of the music.  We did a sentada in Chapter 8, when 
we rested for ½ measure after a saltito. In the present chapter, Lima describes 7 types of 
sentadas. As usual, he says they may be done on the left or right, in any of the three body 
positions, and in any direction. 
 
Here is an exercise using all 7 sentadas. 
 

11. Sentadas 
Music: “Buon Giorno” 

a. YP, smooth 16 
b. WP, crossing steps – SOS 16 
c. PP, smooth 16 
d. WP, dipping – same as (b.) 16 
e. (Coda) YP, smooth 8 

 
Finally, toward the end of Chapter 11, Lima notes that while the man does a sentada, the 
woman may do ½, 1, or 1 ½ pasos pique, or 1, 2, or 3 saltitos.  He explains a particularly 
complex combination of these elements, called the sentada única. 
 
We illustrate some of the possibilities in this last exercise. 

 
12. Mixed Steps 

Music: “Tango Argentino” 
a. WP(YP), smooth .................................................................................................... 16 
b. WP(PP) .................................................................................................................. 16 

 
We found the material in these chapters to be quite challenging, but we can see that with 
practice the results can be beautiful and fun to do. 
 
In our next video, covering Chapter 12, we will present a delightful category of tango steps 
called media lunas (half moons).  Please join us then. 
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Video 4: Chapter 12, Part 1 – Medias Lunas with Slow Steps Only 
 
Welcome, and thanks for watching! We are Tim Lamm and Paula Harrison, also known as Steps 
in Time Historical Dance.  This is the fourth video in our series demonstrating the steps and 
techniques of early Argentine tango.  Our source is the book Method for Dancing El Tango 
Argentino de Salón by Nicanor Lima, published around 1916 in Argentina. 
 
Our previous videos covered the material in chapters 1-11 of Lima’s book.  We assume you are 
familiar with that material. If you haven’t watched our previous videos, please do so now. 
 
This video covers some of the material in Chapter 12, a long and rich chapter dealing with a 
category of tango figures called medias lunas (literally, “half moons”).  Lima presents 14 distinct 
types of medias lunas. We decided to show about half of them in this video and save the others 
for the next video. 
 
Lima describes medias lunas as figures in which the same steps are repeated forward and 
backward, first on one side and then on the other. Furthermore, he says they must occupy two 
to four measures of music.  As we shall see, this is not a precise definition, since medias lunas 
can go side to side as well forward and backward, and they don’t always repeat on the opposite 
side. But Lima’s initial description gives you the general idea. 
 
For example, media luna #1 is the familiar tango box step.  Lima describes it as two pasos de 
tango acompasados #1, one forward to the right and the other backward to the left.  
[Demonstrate.] The rhythm is SQQ SQQ.  We will save further examination of this figure for our 
next video.  In the present video we will present the eight medias lunas that consist of slow 
steps only. 
 
Media Luna #2 
 
Perhaps the simplest possible media luna is #2, the Santiacueña1, which in its basic form 
consists of two steps forward and two backward. [Demonstrate.] Note that the second and 
fourth steps are only “touches”, not full weight-bearing steps. Thus, if I begin forward on the LF, 
I repeat the steps backward on the RF. 
 
Of course, I don’t have to start forward on the LF; I could start forward on the RF.  Or I could 
start backward on the RF or backward on the LF. [Demonstrate.] Instead of using smooth 
walking steps (pasos paseos serenos), I could use dipping steps (pasos paseos acompasados) or 
alternate the two (pasos paseos alternados}. [Demonstrate.] This gives 16 ways of doing the 
basic figure.  But that’s not all! 
 
Lima says that the figure may be done in any of the three body positions. [Demonstrate Yale 
position, promenade position] (In WP and YP, the W’s steps are on the opposite foot and in the 

 
1 Named after the Santa Cruz province of Argentina. 
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opposite direction from the M’s.  In PP, the W’s steps are on the opposite foot and in the same 
direction as the M’s.)  The figure may also be done in any of the four directions. [Demo oblique 
and lateral] (Generally for the lateral versions of a media luna, the W’s steps are “opposite” the 
M’s in the sense of reversing L & R, but not reversing fd & bk.)  
 
Thus, the basic idea of “two steps forward, two steps backward” leads to a multitude of 
possible variations.  We count at least 112 distinct ways!  But these are still not all! Lima also 
says that, since this media luna takes only 2 bars of music, you can add two or four steps to it, 
making 3 or 4 bars of music, respectively. This brings the total number of variations of media 
luna #2 to over 300. 
 
Media Luna #14 
 
Another media luna having a “touch” step is #14, the Catamarqueña2. Lima describes this as 
four crossing steps and four walking steps, alternating and forming a square (or diamond) on 
the floor. His diagram shows the following footwork: [Demo]. 
 
Now we will demonstrate several variations of medias lunas #2 and #14. Keep in mind two 
important points about all our demonstrations with music. 
 

• First, we do not attempt to show all the possible variations.  Lima says that all medias 
lunas may be done on either side, in any of the three body positions and in any of the 
four directions. We will always show the basic forward & backward form of the figure in 
waltz position, the lateral form, and the figure in promenade position. We omit 
variations in Yale position. If the figure may be done with more or fewer steps, we will 
show that also.  You must keep in mind that any variation we do could be done on the 
other foot, in the opposite direction, with dipping steps instead of smooth, and so on. 

 

• Second, the purpose of these demonstrations is to document our interpretation of the 
figures. They are contrived to pack a lot of variations into one piece of music and do not 
illustrate how the figures would have been used in a social dance. 

 
13. Medias Lunas #2 Santiacueña & #14 Catamarqueña. 

Music: “Hacienda Tango” (5 x 16: I ABA T AB) 
a. #2 (2-bar) basic). Start in WP 16 
b. #2 (3-bar version) + walk 1 bar 16 
c. #2 (4-bar version) 20 
d. #14 (4-bar) 32 

 
Repeating on the Same Foot 
 
In the dance sequence that you just saw, we demonstrated 3- and 4-bar versions of media luna 

 
2 After the Catamarca province. 
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#2.  Unfortunately, Lima does not explain these variations in detail or give a diagram of the 
steps.  Look at the 3-bar version again [Demo].  Notice that I start forward on the LF, and when I 
repeat the steps backward I also start with my LF.  But in his general description of medias 
lunas, Lima says the steps repeat on the opposite side. So perhaps we should take weight on 
the third step and start the repetition on the RF [Demo].  
 
 We believe this is a possible interpretation, but we prefer the first way, for several reasons: 1) 
The simplest interpretation of Lima’s instructions is just to add the extra step, not changing 
anything else.  This also keeps the special character of the figure---having the “touch” step. 2) In 
Chapter 3, Lima says when you are walking with slow steps and you want to reverse course, you 
should begin walking in the new direction on the foot with which you took the last step in the 
first direction.  This implies a “touch” step. 3) There are other medias lunas (#12, #13) where 
Lima gives a diagram of the steps which shows the repetition starting on the same foot.  So 
clearly the rule to repeat on the opposite foot is not absolute. 4) Finally, we found with other 
medias lunas where steps can be added or subtracted, always repeating the figure on the other 
foot can lead to some very awkward movements. Therefore, we decided to stick to the simplest 
interpretation in all cases. 
 
Medias Lunas #3, #7 
 
Next, we will show two medias lunas that in basic form consist of two walking steps and a 
crossing step, repeated. In #3, the Jujeña3, you walk two steps then cross through (volcar al 
medio) [Demo]. Alternatively, you may cross outside (volcar afuera). [Demo] Another option is 
to cross first, then take two walking steps. [Demo]. This figure takes three bars of music.  But 
you can add or subtract walking steps, so that it occupies four or only two bars of music. (Doing 
so, however, causes the steps to repeat on the same side.) 
 
Media luna #7, the Santafecina4, also consists of two walking steps and a crossing step, but 
here one dancer crosses in front (volcar adelante) while the other dancer crosses behind (volcar 
atrás).  [Demo].  As with #3, you may cross first then take the walking steps. [Demo].  And you 
may add or subtract walking steps. Another variation is to do two crossing steps and a walking 
step. [Demo]. 
 
Here is a sequence containing variations on medias lunas 3 & 7. 
 

14.  Medias Lunas #3 Jujeña & #7 Santafecina 
Music: “Tango Argentino” (7 x 16: I ABC ABC A) 

a. #3 (3-bar basic) + walk 1 bar. Start in WP ............................................................. 48 
b. #7 (3-bar basic) + walk 1 bar ................................................................................. 48 
c. More variations ..................................................................................................... 16 

 
3 After the Jujuy province. 
4 After the Santa Fe province. 
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Medias Lunas #4, #6 
 
Media luna #4, the Riojana5, is known as the “double 4” because each dancer traces the 
numeral 4 on the floor in each half of the figure. [Demo M part separately first, then with W.] 
This is the same figure that we encountered as sentada #4 in Chapter 11.  Lima explains how to 
do the figure laterally.  [Demo: W opposite M] Surprisingly, this differs from the way he 
explained to do the sentada laterally. [Demo: W mirrors M] Perhaps, either figure could be 
done either way. 
 
Media luna #6, the Entrerriana6, consists of two crossing steps plus a step in place with the legs 
crossed. [Demo].  
 
Lima says with either of these medias lunas, you may start with an additional crossing step. 
 

15. Medias Lunas #4 Riojana (double 4) & #6 Entrerriana 
Music: “Buon Giorno” (9 x 8: I5 AA BC AA BC D) 

a. #4 (3-bar basic) + walk 1 bar. Start in CP. ............................................................. 16 
b. #4 (4 bars) ............................................................................................................. 16 
c. #6 (3-bar basic) + walk 1 bar. ................................................................................ 16 
d. #6 (4 bars) ............................................................................................................. 16 
e. #6 (2 bars) + walk 2 bars ......................................................................................... 8 

 
Medias Lunas #10, #13 
 
We grouped the next two figures together because in both the dancers trace a closed loop on 
the floor. In #10 Porteña7, the path is a hexagon formed by two crossing steps and a side step, 
repeated. [demo] In #13 Correntina8, the path is a circle formed by four walking steps arcing 
forward and four backward. [Demo] This media luna is unusual in that Lima’s diagram shows 
clearly that the second half of the figure starts on the same foot as the first half. 
 
In this last dance, we show each of these medias lunas forward, backward, in PP and laterally.  
We also show 3- and 2-bar versions of #13. 
 

16. Medias Lunas #10 Porteña (hexagon) & #13 Correntina (circle) 
Music: “Mi Ricuita” (I AA BB AC) 

a. #10 (3-bar basic) CP. ............................................................................................. 32 
b. #13 (4 bars) ........................................................................................................... 32 
c. #13 (3 bars) ........................................................................................................... 16 
d. #13 (2 bars) ........................................................................................................... 16 

 
5 La Rioja province. 
6 Entre Rios province. 
7 From the port city, Buenos Aires. 
8 Corrientes province. 
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This concludes our demonstration of the eight medias lunas consisting of slow steps only.  In 
our next video, we will cover the medias lunas containing quick steps. 
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Video 5: Chapter 12, Part 2 - Medias Lunas with Quick Steps 
 
Hello again!  We are Paula Harrison and Tim Lamm, also known as Steps in Time Historical 
Dance.  This is our fifth video demonstrating the steps and techniques of early Argentine Tango, 
as presented by Nicanor Lima in his book Method for Dancing El Tango Argentina de Salón, 
published about 1916 in Argentina. 
 
In this video, we continue our discussion of Chapter 12 of Lima’s book. This chapter deals with 
medias lunas, which Lima defines as figures in which the same steps are repeated forward and 
backward, first on one side and then on the other. Furthermore, he says they must occupy two 
to four measures of music.  Our video #4 covered medias lunas consisting of all slow steps.  
Today we present the medias lunas containing some quick steps. 
 
In the previous video, we emphasized that each media luna can be done in literally hundreds of 
different ways. You can do it in waltz position, Yale position or promenade position.  You can 
follow a path that is in line of dance, sidewise or oblique.  You can start with the LF or the RF 
and go forward or backward.  You can use smooth steps or dipping steps or alternate them, and 
so on. In this present video, as before, we only show variations in waltz position or promenade 
position, in line of dance or lateral, and using smooth steps. 
 
--- 
 
Media luna #1, the Sanjuanina, is the familiar tango box step.  Lima describes it as one paso de 
tango acompasado #1 forward and one backward, like this: [demo]. For the lateral version, you 
can cross through first or cross outside first: [demo]. In promenade position, in general Lima 
says the dancers do the same steps on the opposite foot.  In other words, they mirror each 
other. This poses a problem: How can we do side steps in this position? Sometimes it’s feasible 
for the dancers to face each other briefly [demo: RF]. But we have concluded that in many 
cases the best solution is to turn side steps into forward or back steps [demo: LF]. 
 
The box-step version of media luna #1 uses saltito #1 (quick steps “side-close”).  Lima says you 
can also use saltitos #2 or #3.  [Demo]. 
 
This figure takes only 2 bars of music. So according to Lima’s definition of a media luna, it is 
legitimate to extend it to 3 or 4 bars by adding more steps.  Media luna #8, the Mendocina, is 
essentially media luna #1 extended by two crossing steps. Here it is in line [demo] and lateral 
[demo]. 
 
In the following exercise, to the tune “El Choclo”, we show media luna #1 four ways using 
saltito #1 (A music).  We repeat the variations using saltitos #2 (B music) and #3 (C music).  
Then we repeat the whole sequence (ABC) for media luna #8. 
 

17. Medias Lunas #1 Sanjuanina & #8 Mendocina 
 Music: “El Choclo” 16x6 
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Another way to extend media luna #1 is to do two or three saltitos, instead of just one.  That 
gives us media luna #9, the Tucumana. [Demo laterally] That was the lateral version described 
by Lima.  He doesn’t explicitly say how to do it in line of dance, but we imagine it would look 
like this this: [demo forward]. It would be possible to do #9 with saltitos #2 & 3, but we omit 
these variations. 
 
Media luna #11, Puntana, extends #1 in another way---by adding a paso pique acompasado.  
[Demo] Lima says that you can do this media luna using saltitos #2 & 3 as well. 
 
In the next study, we show four variations of media luna #9 in waltz position and repeat these 
variations in promenade position.  Then we show four variations of #11.  We do each variation 
using saltitos 1,2 and 3. The tune is “Seducción” (or “Enticement”). 
 

18. Medias Lunas #9 Tucumana & #11 Puntana 
 Music: “Seduction” 16x6 
 
Media luna #5, the Salteña, is an odd figure.  It consists of four saltitos #1 done in a diamond 
pattern.  [Demo] Saltito #1 is usually side-close (two changes of weight).  But in this figure, the 
first and third saltito are side-touch (one change of weight).  We expect the lateral version looks 
like this: [demo]. The lead must distinguish clearly between one weight change and two. 
 
Media luna #12, the Cordobesa, is also an interesting figure (and one of our favorites). Lima first 
explains the lateral version and says it consists of four pasos de tango acompasados #4, turning 
¼ with each one.  One interesting thing is that this is the first time he mentions paso de tango 
acompasado #4.  He described #1, 2 and 3 back in Chapter 5, but there was no #4.  Apparently, 
it’s the same as paso de tango acompasado #1 (the box step) starting with a crossing step 
instead of a straight walking step. [Demo] Another interesting thing about this media luna is 
that the sequence of steps repeats on the same side.  Here is media luna #12 laterally. [Demo] 
 
In our final exercise, we show medias lunas #5 and #12 four ways: WP in line, WP lateral, PP in 
line and PP lateral.  Then we show the same four variations of each on the other foot.  We end 
with a coda using media luna #5 obliquely, plus a media vuelta. The tune is “Buon Giorno” by 
North American composer Dan Caslar, 1914. 
 

19. Medias Lunas #5 Salteña & #12 Cordobesa 
 Music: “Buon Giorno” 8 x 9 
 
This concludes our presentation of Chapter 12.  In our next and final video of this series, we will 
look at Lima’s guidelines for constructing an entire tango dance.  You don’t want to miss that! 
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Video 6: Chapters 13, 14, & 15 – Endings, Paseos, Corridas 
 
Welcome back! We are Tim Lamm and Paula Harrison, also known as Steps in Time Historical 
Dance.  This is the 6th and final video of our series demonstrating the steps and techniques of 
early Argentine Tango.  Our primary source is the book Method for Dancing El Tango Argentino 
de Salón, by Nicanor Lima, published about 1916 in Argentina. 
 
Our previous videos covered the first twelve chapters of Lima’s book, in which he laid out the 
principles for dancing tango and carefully described the basic steps and figures. Our dance 
sequences in those videos were constructed to illustrate specific steps and figures. 
 
In this video, we cover the last three chapters of Lima’s book, which are quite short. Here he 
explains how to organize an entire tango dance. The dance sequences in this video show how a 
tango, danced according to Lima’s method, might have looked. 
 
Terminaciones 
We know from previous chapters that tango music typically is organized into 16-bar sections, 
and the dance is organized similarly. In chapter 14, Lima explains that each dance section ends 
with a special type of figure called a terminación or “ending.”  Endings are 3 or 4 bars in length.  
They are also used as salidas (opening figures) to begin the entire dance and may be used as 
independent figures elsewhere in the dance. 
 
Unfortunately, Lima does not give any examples of terminaciones.  He promised to describe 20 
of them in Part 2 of his manual, but we do not know if Part 2 was ever published.  However, we 
can make a reasonable guess as to what these endings were by looking at descriptions of 
Argentine tango published in Europe and North America around the same time. 
 
Argentine dancers took their tango to Europe in the early 1900s. European dancers learned 
from them, and dance instructors wrote down what they observed. So, there is a great deal of 
similarity between Lima’s tango and the tango described by Northern Hemisphere authors in 
the years 1911-1914. (However, when Lima wrote his manual around 1916, he complained that 
a lot of non-Argentine figures had been added to the “Parisian” version of tango.) 
 
Lima says that terminaciones are used at the end of each 16-bar section of music, as opening 
figures and as independent figures. The figures that seem to play this role in Northern tango 
descriptions are the cortes—figures that end with the couple in a settled pose, which Lima calls 
a sentada.  Some authors say the corte is central to the tango.  Many say it ends every phrase.  
When authors give a choreography for a whole dance, the opening figure is usually some 
walking steps plus a corte.  Therefore, we feel sure that the essential feature of Lima’s 
terminaciones is a sentada. 
 
For example, writing in 1911 the Frenchman L. Robert gives instructions for dancing tango to 
the tune “El Choclo.” For the opening figure, he says the gentleman, starting with his RF, backs 
the lady an unspecified number of steps.  Then he does a “stopping step” (corte) as follows 
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[demo]: “Move the right foot forward, slide the left foot to the left side, bring the right foot 
close to the left, and place the right left foot well back bending it immediately.” (The lady does 
the opposite footwork.) Robert does not specify the timing of the steps. 
 
This figure is consistent with Lima, except that as an opening figure Lima would have the gent 
start forward on the LF. This gives us what might be terminación #1 for Lima [demo]: 

a) 4 walking steps + sentada #6: EI\EI\Eld\<- 

 
After describing a new figure, Lima always says it may be done in any body position, start with 
either foot, and go in any direction.  So, we could do this in promenade position or laterally: 

b) éEI\EI\Eid\<- 

c) ýFL\GL\Fld\<- 

 
As another example, let’s look at the instructions by C. Lefort (Paris about 1911) for dancing 
Argentine Tango. For the first figure, he says [demo this] “the gent backs up 4 steps starting 
with the LF, extends the LF back (bending the R leg which supports his weight), and then steps 
forward on the LF.” Lefort is ambiguous about the timing, but this probably takes 4 measures. 
 
Lima would describe this as 4 walking steps and sentada #7. As the opening figure of a dance, 
he would have the man start back on the RF. 

a) <C\<C\:I\-- 

 
Again, Lima would add that as an ending, this could be done in any body position, on either 
foot, and in any direction.  So we could do this forward on PP: 

b) éEI\EI\#C\-- 

 
Although Lima says his endings will be new figures, they would likely be composed of the basic 
elements described in Part 1.  Some cortes in Northern manuals introduce new postures like 
dips or lunges, but we feel these more dramatic moves were likely added by performers for 
show and would not be used by Lima. 
 
In conclusion, our opinion is that a terminación could be any 3-4 bar figure involving basic steps, 
following the usual rules and ending with one of Lima’s 7 sentadas.  Furthermore, we feel that 
descriptions of cortes in early Northern writings, which are often ambiguous, should be 
interpreted according to Lima’s method whenever possible. 
 
Paseos 
Given that the last 4 bars of a musical section are reserved for an ending, what can we do with 
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the first 12 bars?  In chapter 13, Lima describes one option, the paseo.  A paseo is a 
combination of steps or figures that is done two or more times to complete 12 bars.  Thus, it 
could be a 6-bar combination that you do twice, a 4-bar combination that you do 3 times, or a 
3-bar combination that you do 4 times. Here are some examples [demonstrate]: 

a) 3 bars x 4: 2 steps + media luna #2: EI\E*\<A 

b) 4 bars x 3: 4 crossing steps + media luna # 1: RU\RU\Eld\<sk 

c) 6 bars x 2: 4 steps + molinete (PP) 
 
Lima says that paseos may be done in any body position and along any itinerario.  We interpret 
this freely to allow variations among the figures when they are repeated within the paseo.  For 
example, in the 4 x 3 paseo we just did, we could use a different variation of media luna #1 in 
each repetition: 
 

d) 1st time saltito 1; 2nd time saltito 2; 3rd time saltito 3. 
 
Corridas 
 
In Chapter 15, Lima explains another way to structure the first 12 bars of a musical section—the 
corrida.  A corrida is a figure in which you do 4 movements in each measure of music.  It 
consists of repeated saltitos, perhaps in combination with walking steps or crossing steps, 
following various patterns on the floor.  We have seen a couple of corridas before: 

a) The paso lateral from Chapter 8: sksk\sksk\sksk 

b) The paso pique acompasado from Chapter 9: w,xi\w,xi\w,xi 

 
Lima says that corridas are 6 bars in length, unless they are used in combination with an ending, 
in which case they can be 4 or 12 bars long. Thus, to fill a section using corridas you can do 
 

a) An 8-bar pattern + 4-bar corrida + ending 
b) A 6-bar pattern + 6-bar corrida + ending  
c) A 12-bar corrida + ending, etc. 

 
In summary, paseos and corridas are not specific figures.  Rather, they are ways of organizing 
steps and figures to fit within the structure of tango. Using paseos, corridas and teminaciones, a 
dancer can improvise a very elaborate dance using only a few basic figures, as we will show in 
the following three dances. 
 
In all three dances, we use original recordings from the 1910s. Please forgive the scratchy 
quality.  We feel it’s important to show the dances with period music at the original tempos. 
Also, in most cases our endings are based on cortes described in Northern dance manuals.  
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Our first dance is to the tune “El Pollo Ricardo” (The Boy Richard) by Luis Fernandez, recorded 
in 1917 by the Orquesta Típica Argentina Celestino on the Victor label. The tune has regular 16-
bar sections in the form ABC C ABC. Our salida starts back on the man’s RF [demo]. We also use 
this as the ending to the A music.  The B music suggests a corrida (12 bars) + an ending done 
laterally.  For the C music, we use a 6 x 2 paseo consisting of medias lunas 5 & 14. 
 

20. Terminaciones, Paseos, y Corridas 
 Music: “El Pollo Ricardo” 7 x 16, 69 bpm, 3:19 
 Recording: Victor 69421, Orquesta Típica Argentina Celestino, 1917 
 
Our next dance is to the famous tango “La Cumparsita” by Gerardo Rodriguez, recorded by 
Orquesta Roberto Firpo on the Odeon label, 1916. The form is ABB ACC A. The A music is only 
15 bars, so we use a 3-bar ending [demo]. For the first B music, we use a 4 x 3 paseo based on 
media luna #3. The second B features molinetes.  For the C music, we use a 4 x 3 paseo based 
on media luna #9, which we repeat in PP. The last A is a surprise figure, different from the other 
two As except for the ending.  
 

21.Terminaciones, Paseos, y Corridas 
 Music: “La Cumparsita” 7 x (15 or 16), 73 bpm, 2:55 
 Recording: Odeon 483, Orquesta Roberto Firpo, 1916 
 
In the Preface to his book, Lima says that the steps and figures of the tango can be adapted to 
any of the social dances of his day.  We test this by using Lima’s method to dance this to 
delightful tune, the “Fox-Trot de las Campanas” (fox-trot of the bells) by V. Pastalle and J. 
Viladomat, recorded by Orquesta Roberto Firpo, 1918. 
 
The steps are bouncier than for tango.  The form is ABA CC ABA. The four A parts are the same, 
except that we use a different variation of media luna #12 in each one. The two B parts are 4 x 
3 paseos based on medias lunas 10 and 7 respectively. The C parts, which are only 10 bars long, 
consist of a corrida of 6 measures + ending suggested by the bells in the tune’s title.   
 

21. Fox-Trot Using Lima Steps & Figures 
 Music: “Fox-Trot de las Campanas” 7 x 16, 78 bpm, 3:08 
 Recording: Disco Rob. Firpo 618 A, Orquesta Roberto Firpo, 1918 
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Conclusion 
 
This concludes our series on El Tango de Salón by Nicanor Lima. We hope you will have fun 
dancing Lima’s tango.  Please visit our web site, www.StepsInTime.us, where you will find all 6 
videos, a complete transcript of the speaking parts, and our parallel Spanish-English translation 
of Lima’s text.  Paula and I would be happy to lead a workshop for your group on Nicanor Lima 
and early Argentine Tango. 

http://www.stepsintime.us/

